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TOWN OFFICIALS AND BOARDS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1998
Selectmen
Kevin G. Maes, Chairman (1999)
Arthur A. Morrill (2000)







*Joan Morabito, Deputy Clerk
*Lou Whitcomb, Deputy Tax Collector
Treasurer
Polly Bartlett( 1999)
*Margaret Grass, Deputy Treasurer








*John G. Sobetzer, Secretary
*Wallace Trott Jr., Special Officer
*Craig Bixby, Special Officer

































William Guerrette, alternate (2000)
Arthur Luhtala, alternate (1999)
John Sobetzer, Clerk
Advisory Board



















(19— ) Indicated end of officials term of office
'appointed officials, not elected **appointed officials from within department
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MS-6 REVENUES
1998 ACTUAL / 1999 ESTIMATED
SOURCE OF REVENUE 1998 Est 1998 Actual 1999 Est.
Revenue Revnue Revnues
TAXES
Land Use Change Tax
SUMMARY OF INVENTORY OF VALUATION












NET VALUATION FOR TAX RATE
Where Your Money Goes
1996
TOWN VEHICLES AS OF DECEMBER 31,1998
DEPARTMENT
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
















Fire Department- West Rumney
Building
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Town Pound (Quincy Rd)





































Properties Acquired through Tax Collector's Deeds:
64 acre Cook & Sons woodlot 12,000.00
49.39 acre Arthur Newall woodlot 1 2,350.00
Clarance Flanders building lot 9,200.00
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
For Fiscal year Ended December 31, 1998
RECEIPTS
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1998
SUMMARY OF TAX ACCOUNTS
1998
DEBITS:










Int. Collected on Del. Taxes:
TOTAL DEBITS
1997
SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS TOWN OF
RUMNEY YEAR ENDING 1998
TOWN OF RUMNEY
TREASURER'S REPORT FOR 1998
Checking Account
Beginning Balance (January 1, 1998)
; $ 179,573.95
Total Deposits made ^ ' $ 3,123,574.77
Total Orders Paid $ 2,466,171.38
Monies Transferred to Investment - $ 650,000.00
Total Bank Charges >^' , $ 538.60





TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
REPORT FOR THE 1998 YEAR
This year has been an unusually busy one for your trustees, starting with
the annual report which was due at the end of 1997.
A number of meetings were held, primarily in the spring to establish
needed procedures and to make an informed decision on having a commer-
cial firm do the investing and accounting for the trustees. The trustees felt
that a commercial firm had a better sense of market movements than we did
and that income from the investments would be greater than the past
investments in savings accounts and CD's.
There was reluctance to part with some of the investments, which were
initially established by Trustee Asa P. Colby nearly 30 years ago, but capital
gains to be realized in doing so far outweighed any reason to retain them. The
transfer of the accounts was finally completed by mid-summer so that all of
the trust accounts are currently with The Charter Trust Company of
Concord, NH.
At the March 1998 annual meeting, it was voted to have a commercial
accounting firm audit the town books and the firm of Plodzik and Sanderson
Professional Association of Concord was chosen. They proved to be very
helpful but very time consuming. One of their requirements is to capitalize
the past capital gains and utilize previous accounts for income so that current
values of principal and income reflect actual current market values. This
required a total recalculation of the individual cemetery trust accounts, of
which there are over 300. However, the result had two major advantages-
there was "found" income to allow extra improvement work to be done at
the Highland and Depot Cemeteries and secondly, we now have a realistic
market figure for value of the cemetery trusts.
The trustees, especially Mr. Kemp, have embarked on a small campaign
to encourage development of perpetual care trusts on many of the unfunded
lots in our cemeteries. Trustee Ivan Kemp has had a very good response to
his contacts. He deserves much credit for his deep interest in getting the
Rumney cemeteries in top notch condition and in developing funds to
maintain them. Approximately $7, 1 50 in new funds have been added as well
as additions to existing ones.
We did have an unfortunate incident early last spring when two families
increased their funds on family lots. The trustees mailed the checks onto the
Charter Trust Co. They were never delivered and replacement checks were
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obtained from the families. They too were mailed and again never delivered.
Both Charter Trust Company and the trustees reported these incidents to the
post office and have since hand carried all checks to the Charter Trust
Company.
We are attempting to obtain an annual contribution from the towns of
Dorchester, Groton and Wentworth to assist in the reconditioning of the
West Rumney Cemetery where approximately 60-65% of the graves are
families who lived in those towns at one time and few have any known
relations left. Very few, if any of these lots have trust funds for their upkeep.
Any assistance Rumney townspeople could give us would be very much
appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
Allen Grass, Ivan Kemp, Janet Sherburne
























BYRON G. MERRILL LIBRARY
REPORT FOR 1998
Books in Library, January 1, 1999 18,322
Books added by purchase and gifts 500
Adult Fiction Circulation 3,350
Adult Non-Fiction Circulation 462
Juvenile Fiction Circulation 1,824
Juvenile Non-Fiction Circulation 275
Magazines Borrowed 1,000
Videos & Audio Books Borrowed 2,784
The Library is an important part of the community. It has been serving the
residents of the town for ninety-five years.
In the spring, the Librarian participated in Literacy Month at the Russell
School. She read and told stories to the third and fourth graders. It was a
rewarding experience.
Many families in the town now have computers in their homes. This fact
makes less study and research at the library for the students.
During the summer months we had a "Reading Group" on Thursday
afternoons. This was organized by Marlene Taber of Russell School. The
children were from kindergarten through sixth grade. Several teachers helped
with the program and we thank them.
Rumney Old Home Day was celebrated August 8, 1998 when "People
from Away-Came Home for the Day." Several hundred visited the Library.
An art exhibit of local artists and the "Rumney Scrap Books" were on display.
The chimney at the Library had to be repaired this past fall. It was checked
and found that some of the mortar had cracked, causing the chimney to leak
in on the library ceilings. A copper screen top has been added and all the mortar
repaired. Greg Barker from Alexandria did the work.
The Baker RiverAudio Visual Center is located downstairs in the Library.
This past year Audio Books have been very popular.
Tom Ladd, from the New Hampshire State Library has visited us several
times this year.
Various groups use our meeting rooms for their organizations.
The Trustees and Staff sincerely thank each one who has helped to make
our year a good one! Come to your Library- we welcome you!
Respectfully submitted,
Muriel B. Kenneson, Library Director
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BYRON G. MERRILL LIBRARY
TREASURER'S REPORT - 1998
RECEIPTS:
BAKER RIVER AUDIO VISUAL CENTER
REPORT FOR 1998
Number of people served at Center 2,510
(not including users from Wentwortb)
AUDIO VISUAL USERS:
Videos 2501
Cassettes '\ ' 445
Books 57
Audio Books 283
Large Print Books , 11





BAKER RIVER AUDIO VISUAL CENTER
TREASURER'S REPORT
















We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements
ofthe Town ofRumney as ofand for the year ended December 31,1 997 as listed
in the table of contents. These general purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the
general fixed assets account group which should be included in order to conform
with generally accepted accounting principles. As is the case with most municipal
entities in the State ofNew Hampshire, the Town ofRumney has not maintained
historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded in
the general fixed assets account group is not known.
Governmental Accounting Standards Board Statement #1 8 requires that a
liability be recognized in the General Long-Term Debt Account Group for the
estimated current closure and postclosure care costs associated with the
Town's unlined municipal solid waste landfill. This liability has not been
recorded as the Town has not undertaken any study to have an estimate
prepared. Therefore, the estimated amount of this hability is unknown.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the
omissions described in the preceding paragraphs, the general purpose financial
statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the Town of Rumney, as of December 31,1 997, and the results of
its operations and the cash flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year
then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general
purpose financial statements of the Town of Rumney taken as a whole. The
combining and individual fund financial statements listed as schedules in the
table of contents are presented for purposes of addidonal analysis and are not
a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Rumney. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our
opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
Plodzik & Sanderson, Professional Association
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RUMNEY OLD HOME DAY 1998
Old Home Day has been a tradition in New Hampshire since 1 899, and
Rumney Citizens have participated vigorously over the decades. Since
1 996, the town has celebrated it each August, with a two-day event in the
even numbered years, and a single day event in the odd-numbered year.
(Odd one, even two).
Old Home Days 1998 theme was
"Let Freedom Ring", and blasted into
action early Saturday morning, August
8, with over 2 dozen exhibitors, a first-
class parade-complete with colorguards,
a band, horseback riders, tractors, and





day's event, but the perimeters were hum-
ming as well - including the Library, the
Historical Society, the Baptist Church Build-
ings, the General Store, and the Old Fox
Farm.
Folks then gathered together around the
flagpole to see the unveiling of a new bronze
plaque commemorating the Rumney Sol-
diers who served in the Vietnam War. A
thoughtful program commenced which included prizes to the parade
winners, the Boston Cane Award, and
recognition of the Old Home Day
committee. Then, prayers, singing,
speeches, and band music brought
attention to the important moment of
the unveiling. At that point, many
were moved to quietly rise and honor
those who had served. The ceremony
concluded with 'My Country 'Tis of
Thee," and as the last line was sung
by all, "Let Freedom Ring" The bells
of the church rang out.
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The afternoon be-
gan with a chicken bar-
becue, provided by the
Fire Department. Next
came a musical variety
show which included
band music, clogging,
comedy, and local tal-
ent from the Russell School and Baptist Church. The event continued
after supper with a narrated slide show at the school, entitled "Humans
in Space, -the Next Step", presented by a
local scientist. Then, the teens enjoyed a
dance in the gym, while others watched a
movie or played horseshoes on the play-
ground. At dark, all watched a display of
fireworks, with Stinson Mountain in the
background.
Sunday's events centered around a tradi-
tional adult Softball tournament between the
Village, West Rumney, Stinson Lake, and the
Depot.
Many organizations participated in the
event. Joining in cooperation with the Old
Home Day committee were: The Fire Department, The Fast Squad,
The Firemen's Auxiliary, The Baptist and West Rumney Churches,
The Historical Society, The Library
Board of Trustees, Baker's River
Grange, The American Legion and I
Veterans of Foreign Wars, Stinson
Lake Association, 4-H Lancers,
Baker Valley Spinners, Grafton
County Family & Community Edu- |;
cation, The School Board, The
Board of Selectmen, and many | |
dedicated Rumney Town's People.
Submitted by the
Old Home Day Committee
Ellen Anderson, Chair
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The overall fiscal condition of the town improved slightly over 1997 in
spite of the flood in June. The town again avoided the need to borrow any
money, and thus saved on short-term interest charges. Through wise
investments the town again made money on short-term interest.
The audit for the town was completed in July, and the firm of Plodzick
and Sanderson found the town had a surplus in excess of $135,000. This
surplus is being used as working capital for the town to eliminate the need
to borrow money on a short-term basis. We estimate the savings to the town
for carrying this surplus to be approximately $20,000 per year. Again this
year, the Selectmen and Administrative Assistant are requesting an external
audit; future audits will be determined on an annual basis.
The town was informed by the computer firm who prepares tax bills for
the town that he will cease operation as of 12/31/99. The town will be
required to either outsource this service or handle it in-house. After consid-
erable discussion and several meetings with firms providing software
packages to towns, the board of selectmen have decided to process tax bills
in house. We estimate the net savings to the town will be approximately
$1500 per year. However, you will note in Warrant Article # 21 we are
requesting to upgrade our computer and software which will include a
software package to handle the running of the tax bills.
Highway Department
This was not a particularly easy year for the highway department. The
flood in June set us back both financially and on our work schedule.
However, FEMA did recognize extensive damage to three roads in town,
and the town received money in the amount of $33,414.00 from the federal
government. The estimate for the damage incurred by the town ran some-
what less than what was anticipated, and out of pocket cost to the town was
minimal.
The town did replace several culverts that were washed out on three
roads in town, and when appropriate a higher quality of crushed gravel was
placed on the roadbed.
The 1968 Austin Westin grader developed several problems in the fall.
Discussions held between the selectmen, road agent and road committee
concurred that the grader should be replaced. The capital equipment fund
recommended that the grader would be replaced within the next three to four
years at a cost of approximately $50,000, assuming the purchase of a used
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grader. In December of 1 998 the town road agent learned that a used State
grader was available. The road agent, selectmen and road committee
decided to purchase the used John Deere grader from the State at a price of
$20,000.00.
After considerable discussions, the road agent, road committee and
selectmen have decided to begin putting down hot top (asphalt) as a roadbed.
Although this cost is considerably higher than the farmer's mix used in the
past, we feel that this will prove more cost effective in the long run.
Transfer Station
Some minor changes have been made at the transfer station this year.
The increased volume of C & D is perhaps the most important change.
Recyclable volumes are approximately the same as last year. However, the
worldwide demand for scrap metal, newsprint and cardboard has been
adversely impacted by the current situation in Asia. Many products that we
have received income for in the past are no longer revenue positive; and in
some cases are actually revenue negative. However, cost avoidance is still
an important element in saving the town money, and recyclables will
eventually have an upturn in demand and price.
One disturbing issue for the town is the present landfill located in
Bethlehem, New Hampshire may be closing within the next month or two.
The town does have an agreement in place with the current owner in
Bethlehem who will continue to disperse of household waste at the same
tipping fee until the year 2002. The town is working to find some long term
solutions for the disposal of household waste.
Social Welfare Programs
The welfare responsibilities continue to be administered by the town's
Administrative Assistant, Susan St.Pierre. Susan has attended a number of
workshops dealing with the State and Municipal Association to keep on top
of recent changes in welfare laws and new guidelines. The improvement in
the local economy has reduced welfare needs this past year. We will hope
this pattern will continue in years ahead. The combined revenues spent in
social welfare assistance in 1998 were $15,033.49.
Respectfully submitted by,
Kevin G. Maes, Chairman
Arthur A. Morrill
Robert J. Berti
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TRANSFER STATION REPORT
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Cardboard
1998 RUMNEY FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
We wish to thank you for the support that you have showed during the
past year and with your continued cooperation we are confident we can look
forward to a good year ahead as we move into the next millennium.
We are trying to keep up with the changes by upgrading equipment,
training, and procedures.
Over the past 30 years we have seen our small communities grow with
new residents, industries, commercial properties schools, and increased
traffic flows on our highway s. We have come from a department that housed
two old fire trucks in a Grange Hall and the other in a repair shop, and the
budget for the year was under $5,000. The total calls were about a dozen a
year. Today the job of the firefighter has become more sophisticated and
includes much more than just fighting fires. We are able to pump more water
with a portable pump that two people can carry, than trucks of the past.
We are called on to be prepared for the following types of incidents:
structure fires, forest fires, medical emergencies, auto accidents, industrial
accidents/fires, rescues of all types, brush fires, automobile fires, heavy
equipment fires, high voltage line fires, trees down, hazardous material
spills, bomb threats, mass casualties, environmental protection specialist,
and basic liability mitigation officers.
The role ofa firefighter, as you can see, is a very busy one. They not only
respond, but prepare by studying and attending their meetings and training
sessions. It is very hard for them to keep this commitment. The same
problem is seen throughout the state and the nation. Some departments in
N.H. are beginning to solve the staffing problems by offering incentives to
the volunteers. We are grateful to the voters and taxpayers of Rumney that
we have already crossed over from past practices and now look to the future
for what is in store for the next century.
Thank you again for your support.
Respectfully
John Hemeon, Chief
The following list is of our calls logged for the Fire Dept. 1998
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RUMNEY FIRE DEPARTMENT
REPORT OF CALLS 1998
DATE DAY
DATE DAY
REPORT OF THE RUMNEY FAST SQUAD FOR 1998
The Rumney FAST Squad matched the previous year's total for yet
another busy year with 112 requests for assistance.




At the present time we have fourteen licensed members, eight EMTs and
six First Responders. We are continuing our infection control program with
Hepatitus B shots and TB tests as well as flu shots being made available to
all members.
Our commitment to training continues unabated. We offer a training
session one evening every month and a day long training session every quarter
for those unable to attend our evening sessions. Warren-Wentworth Ambu-
lance has graciously moved their training to our evening so that both depart-
ments may take advantage of any specialized training or speaker. It is the hope
of both departments to share the cost and utilize specialists from outside the
departments in the future. In addition, we encourage members to attend the
Speare Continuing Education sessions held monthly at the Speare Memorial
Hospital. Our goal is to maintain a high standard of training, to remain current
on all medical issues, and to perform in a professional manner at all times.
Our fund raising activities have remained much the same as 1997. The
FAST Squad and the Fire Department continued to sell community calen-
dars. As a direct result of this fund raiser we were able to purchase a Pulse
Oximeter forjust over six hundred dollars. A Pulse Oximeter is a small hand
held unit with a wire and a lead that is attached to one of the patient' s fingers.
The hand held unit then gives the percentage ofoxygen reaching the patient'
s
extremities. This is another excellent indicator of the patient's overall
condition. Thanks to the generosity ofthe townspeople and visitors who have
contributed through the calendars and donations we have added another tool
in our efforts to provide the best care possible.
In the coining year we will be, once again, selling calendars to raise funds
to allow us to purchase items and equipment and to support our expanded
training schedule to improve our skills and service in the field. If you are
interested injoining the Rumney FAST Squad, basic First Responder Training
is available periodically. Please contact any member for information.
On behalf of the Rumney FAST Squad members, thank you for your
support.
Alan J. Hunter Director,
Rumney FAST Squad
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RUMNEY FIRE DEPARTMENT
REPORT OF CALLS 1998
RUMNEY FAST SQUAD CALLS (EMS)
DATE DAY
DATE DAY
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF RUMNEY
WARRANT FOR 1999 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
To the inhabitants of the Town of Rumney in the County of Grafton and
State of New Hampshire qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Russell Elementary School
Gymnasium on School Street in said Rumney on Tuesday, the 9th
day of March, next, at 8:00 o'clock in the morning at which time the
polls shall be opened for balloting on Article 1 &2 and shall close not
earlier than 7:00 o'clock in the evening, and y^u are hereby notified
to meet at the Russell Elementary School Gymnasium in said
Rumney on Thursday, the 1th day of March, next, at 7:00 o'clock in
the evening for the second session of the Town Meeting at which
time action will be taken upon the remaining articles in this
warrant.
ARTICLE 1: To choose all necessary town officers for the ensuing
year; (By official ballot on March 9th.)
Selectman for 3 years Treasurer for 1 year
Cemetery Trustee for 3 years Fire Commissioner for 3 years
2-Planning Board for 3 years each Library Trustee for 3 years
Trustee of the Trust Fund for 3 years
ARTICLE 2: To choose one member of the Advisory Board for the
ensuing three years to represent the Village area of Rumney.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $167,234.00 to defray General Government Expenses for
the ensuing year. (The selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Executive $26,550.00
Election,Registration, & Vital Statistics $10,114.00
Financial Administration $33,547.00




General Government Buildings $11,675.00
Cemeteries $13,500.00
Insurance/Other $17,500.00
Regional Association Dues $900.00
TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENT $167,234.00
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ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $22,495.00 to defray the cost of Ambulance and Fast Squad,
and Emergency services for the Town ofRumney for the ensuing year.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Ambulance Service $17,050.00
FAST Squad
(insurance not included-see INS/other) $ 3,345.00
Emergency Mgmt (includes Forest Fires) $ 2,100.00
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $68,998.00 to defray the cost of running the Police Department
for the ensuing year.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $39,679.00 to defray the cost of running the Fire Department
for the ensuing year.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $93,196.00 for the maintenance of highways and bridges
during the ensuing year.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $43,000.00 to Grind & Pave the East end of Depot St.
(The Selectmen recommend this Article).
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $22,000.00 to Grade & Pave 1655' of Cross Road.
(The Selectmen recommend this Article).
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $8,100.00 to defray the cost of streetlights in the ensuing year.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $58,801.00 to defray the cost of maintaining the Town
Transfer Station.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $941.00 to defray the Town's share of the costs of the
Pemi-Baker Solid Waste District.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,000.00 to defray the costs of a "Waste Oil Burner" for
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the Town Transfer Station and to authorize acceptance of (approxi-
mately) $3,000. from the Governor's Energy Council as a partial
reimbursement and offset to said appropriation.
(The Selectmen recommend this article.)
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $23,569.00 for the purposes of Health and Welfare.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Animal Control $1,100.00
Health Administration $400.00
Mount Mooselaukee Health $1,250.00
Pemi-Baker Home Health $6,430.00
Plymouth Regional Clinic $600.00
Youth & Family Services $200.00
Plymouth Task Force Against Domestic Violence $100.00
Welfare Administration $1,839.00
Direct Welfare Assistance $8,500.00
Upper Valley Senior Citizens $1,500.00
Plymouth Crisis Service $400.00
Community Action (CAP) $1,250.00
TOTAL HEALTH AND WELFARE $23,569.00
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $25,689.00 for the purposes of Culture,
Recreation and Conservation.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Parks and Recreation $2,100.00
Library $20,339.00
Baker River Audio Visual $600.00
Patriotic Purposes $350.00
Conservation Commission Administration $300.00
Conservation Trust Account $2,000.00
TOTAL CULTURE,REC & CONSERV $25,689.00
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $7,000.00 to defray the cost of interest expenses on loans in
anticipation of taxes and other temporary loans.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
sums to be added to previously established Capital Reserve Funds as
follows:
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
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$12,000.00 to the Highway Equipment Fund
$4,500.00 To the Police Cruiser Fund
$10,000.00 To the Town Facilities Fund
$15,000.00 to the Town Fire Dept. Fund
$41,500.00 TOTAL
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $700.00 to update E-911 records
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
$500.00 to continue the process of preserving town records.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 to defray the cost of "Old Home Day".
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
ARTICLE 21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000.00 for Town Billing and Tax Collection Hardware
and Software, and to also withdraw $5,000.00 from the Capital Reserve's
Revaluation Fund.
(The Selectmen recommend this article)
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $750.00 to prep, paint, and repair all of the cement block
exterior of the Depot Street Fire Station.
(The Selectmen recommend this article)
ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 to light an additional tree with Christmas tree
lights in the Town Common for the 1999 Christmas year.
(The Selectmen recommend this article)
ARTICLE 24: To see if the Town will vote to urge the General Court
ofNew Hampshire, US Congress, and the President of the United States
to support and pass meaningful laws reforming electoral campaign
financing. Meaningful reform will:
• return the political process to the will of the people;
• encourage participation by qualified candidates with limited means;
• reduce the influence of moneyed special interest on elections and
lawmaking; and
• restore the principal of "one person, one vote" to elections.
(This article was inserted by petition)
ARTICLE 25: To see if the Town will vote, pursuant to RSA 80:80,
to authorize the Selectmen to convey real estate tax liens or property
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acquired in default of redemption of tax liens, by sealed bid, public
auction or in such manner as justice may require. This authority shall
continue indefinitely until rescinded by future action of the Town Meeting.
(The Selectmen recommend this article.)
ARTICLE 26: To see if the town will vote to adopt the provisions of
RSA 202-A:4-d authorizing the library trustees to accept gifts of
personal property, other than money, which may be offered to the
library for any public purpose, provided, however, that no acceptance
of personal property by the library trustees shall be deemed to bind the
town or the library trustees to raise, appropriate or expend any public
funds for the operation, maintenance, repair'or replacement of such
personal property. This authority shall continue indefinitely until
rescinded by future action of the Town Meeting.
(The Selectmen recommend this Article.)
ARTICLE 27: To hear the reports of agents, auditors, and committees
heretofore chosen, to pass any vote relating thereto, and to transact any
other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands this 15th day of February 1999.

















PLANNING BOARD REPORT FOR 1998
Please see the Board for assistance whenever the following is planned:
• the addition of a dwelling unit to a lot that already has a dwelling unit on
it; including the addition of a mobile home, the creation of a new apartment
or the renting out of an apartment formerly allowed for family members
only. (These are by definition a subdivision and they must be reviewed by
the Board. Except where specifically waivered each dwelling unit must
have its own lot.)
• the division of a lot into separate building sites or properties for future
rental or conveyance, i.e. subdivision.
• the construction of a new driveway of any sort or the change of a temporary
driveway to residential use on a town road. (New driveways accessing
state roads require a permit from the state.)
• the removal of earth materials from a site for commercial purposes, i.e. an
excavation.
• the locating of multiple mobile homes on a single lot, i.e. the creation of
a mobile home park.
• activities involving septic systems, wetlands, and other state programs;
these are administered by the state but the Board can provide information
on whom to contact.
In 1998, the Board continued its work via the volunteer service of the
same permanent members and officers as it had in 1997. (Greg Sanbom-
Board Chair, Kurt Miller-Board Vice-Chair & Driveway Unit Chair, Judi
Hall-Secretary, Don Smith-Excavation Committee Chair, John Alger, Sue
Morton and Arthur Morrill-Selectmen's representative; alternates William
Guerrette and Arthur Luhtala).
In 1998 the Board handled the following subdivision related matters:
• approved five new applications for subdivision.
• granted one temporary hardship waiver extension to the subdivision
regulations.
• approved one designation of a residence with an accessory use dwelling
unit.
• approved two merger of lots applications.
• clarified the status of several tax map and subdivision map discrepancies.
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• completed monitoring installation of a large subdivision on Stinson Lake.
• successfully worked with the Selectmen to get voluntary compliance with
its subdivision regulations in several cases, and began work with other
landowners on bringing their land into compliance.
• began investigating the merits of designating all violations of the subdivi-
sion or driveway regulations on the town's tax cards and at the Registry of
Deeds.
• were asked for advice on several other subdivision issues.
• provided assistance in determining if and how the regulations applied to
numerous other properties.
In 1998 the Board/Rumney Driveway Unit also did the following:
• issued six new Driveway Construction Permits and moved the location of
another.
• issued three new Final Driveway permits, and approved the release of
bonds on two others.
• began an effort to bring a non-permitted driveway into compliance
• was asked for advice on the suitability of installing driveways in other
cases.
In 1998 the Board and its Excavation Committee worked on the
following excavation issues:
• issued the town transfer station excavation a permit.
• renewed two excavation permits.
• inspected all excavations in town, both existing and permitted (1 1 in all).
• advised how a prospective excavation on Buffalo Rd. should be handled
administratively
• discussed the new state law that sets up a program for excavations much like
that used for the timber tax and the local implementation thereof.
The Board also monitored new state septics, driveways and wetlands
permits, and reviewed the matter of well water supply for the town common
area residences. The Board held a public hearing on and approved the
cutting of trees on the E. Rumney Rd. by the road agent as part of a effort to
make a dangerous comer safer and easier to maintain.
Updating Rumney' s Capital Improvements Plan and Master Plan re-
mained an important Board project for 1998 due to the difficulty of obtaining
good information on road and school capital projects. The CIP is intended to
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help those working with town budgets to smooth out expenditures and identify
substantial cost items in future years so they can be addressed early on. The
Board hopes copies of the revised plan will be available in time for the 1999
town meeting. The Master Plan update will take much more time and effort.
Anyone interested in working on it is invited to come to the Board.
The ISTEA grant for the construction of a bike path connecting the
Russell School and town commons areas was dropped after the receipt of
excessively high cost estimates (in the opinion of the Board and Selectmen)
from the state.
The indexing of all town approved subdivisions, excavations and
driveways was essentially completed in 1997, but further revisions were
made as new data became available and new approvals were granted. These
indexes have been sorted by name, date and tax map #, printed out and stored
on computer files. A lack of information on some older subdivisions
remains a problem.
Once again there were some changes in the state RSAs under which the
Board administers its subdivision programs. Fortunately the existing Board
regulations did not need to be revised to accommodate them. There were no
changes in any of the Board's regulations during 1998.
As always, the Board discussed how it can increase awareness of both
local and state regulatory programs, in order to assure protection of public
health, safety and tax expenditures, and to avoid accidental violations. The
Board works hard to find mutually acceptable ways to undertake the
proposals it receives.
The Selectmen have told the Board one of the most significant costs town
govemment must deal with concerns driveways that fail to perform adequately
resulting in damage to town roads. Through the driveway permit program and/
or subdivision review, the Board attempts to both protect the public safety and
town budget in the constmction of driveways that enhance the value of the
applicant' s/developer' s lot(s) and those ofthe abutters. The creation of lots that
can support adequate septic systems that will not pollute wells on-site or those
ofthe abutters, and create ademand for publicly financed systems, also remains
central to the Board's subdivision program. For information on these or any
other Board programs please contact the Board clerk.
Greg Sanborn
Chair
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WELFARE ADMINISTRATOR'S REPORT 1998
During 1998, The Rumney Welfare Department worked with 12 fami-
lies on a variety of emergencies. A total of 14 adults and 15 children were
served.
The following is a breakdown of services provided:
Rent
1998 REPORT OF THE
RUMNEY CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Commission meets the first Wednesday of each month in the town
office building at 7:30. The following are some ofthe issues the Commission
worked on this year.
A. Inspection of wetland applications sites filed by the N.H. D.O.T for repair of
bridges and culverts damaged by the ice storm and also new construction.
1. bridge 143/154 on the Stinson Brook road
2. culvert repair on Quincy road
3. bridge over Baker River (including amendment to the original permit)
4. culvert repair and snowmobile bridge removal on Hall Brook and Rt 25
B. Inspections of wetlands permit applications by private citizens
C. Observation of sludge application on a site in West Rumney to determine
compliance with state regulations.
D. Questionnaire prepared and sent to all C.C.'s in N.H. that have conser-
vation funds, to see how they are using their fund. There was a45% return
of the questionnaire. A spreadsheet was; distributed to all C.C.'s at the
annual meeting in November.
E. Continued research on groundwater protection plan.
F. Research on the developmental health of the frog population at sites in
West Rumney and the Depot area. This work will be expanded this year
and a report will be available at the library in the spring.,
G. Help to organize the Baker RiverWatershed Association that will address
erosion along the river. Four towns comprise the association at this time.
H. Projects will be established in the schools to aid the Association and to
enhance interest in science among students, and to help them understand
the importance of the river to the towns along the river.
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RECREATION COMMITTEE 1998
The Recreation Committee continues to work towards a variety of
recreation programming for the citizens of Rumney
.
As we look at programs provided in 1998, we saw adults involved in
aerobics and volleyball, our youth playing T-ball and hunting for Easter
eggs, and many people at the annual Christmas tree lighting and the sports
equipment/toy sale.
We foresee a broader range of programs in 1999.
We invite everyone to join in the fun. If anyone has a skill or interest
they would like to share with others, give us a call.
We thank the instructors and volunteers who help to make our programs
possible. We continue to be a self-sufficient organization who operates from
program fees and fundraisers, not tax dollars.
We also thank the townspeople for their continued support of our
efforts.
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RUMNEY POLICE DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1998
1 998 proved to be an interesting and busy year. We covered a complex
range of calls that in all my 25 years in law enforcement certainly took me
by surprise. Total calls for Rumney increased drastically, unfortunately so
has our share of dispatch service. This coming year our costs will be over
$10,000.00. Again our Domestic Violence calls increased, a trend I do not
like to see. Gun related incidents have risen as well as animal complaints.
The Rumney Police Department responded to over 3400 calls in 1998, this
does not take into account calls covered by State Police and the Grafton
County Sheriffs Department. Even with the increased activity the depart-
ment managed a $4, 1 22.32 surplus in it' s budget. The following is a partial










Crime against Person 15
Crime against Property 19
Criminal Record Check 26





Fire Alarm/Asst. Fire 25
Follow-up Investigation 23
HighwayAV&S Calls 25
Incident w/No Arrest 214
Juvenile Offenses 09
Lost Found Animal 13
Medical Call 81
Message 369
Motor Vehicle Stop 332
Motorist Assist 22













Vacant Home Check 122
Warrants 15
Wanted/Missing Person ....06
Warnings MV 169MV Complaint 28
48% of calls were between SAM and 4PM
28% of calls were between 4PM and Midnight
24% of calls were between Midnight and 8AM
The fall of 1998 was a sad time for law enforcement members in
Rumney and Grafton County. We lost a good friend, Rumney Resident and
a good police officer with the passing of Art Kindell of the Grafton County
Sheriff s Department. He will be missed by all of us. Art gave his all and
was always there when we needed him. Our heart felt condolence goes out
to his wife, Diane, family and friends.
Thank you again for your support in 1 998. We look forward to serving
you in 1999.
Respectfully,




Auxiliary Officer Hugh Besemer
Administrative Assistance John Sobetzer
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1998 RUMNEY RECORDS
PRESERVATION & PRESENTATION
After approval of $500 at the 1998 Rumney Town meeting, four
additional microfilms were produced (#16, 17, 18, 1 9) completing coverage
of Rumney inventory records from 1796 thorough 1945 as listed below.
Work was again guided by recommendations in the "New Hampshire
Municipal Records Board Rules" and was performed by New England
Micrographics ofManchester(NEM hereafter). All Rumney records micro-
filmed to date are listed below and preserved at the Merrill Library basement
vault:
1952 Mormon-Produced Films: #15304 (1767-1822) & #16335 (1767-
1848)
NEM #1: Vital Statistics in Rumney Books A through G, 1774-1901
NEM #2: Rumney Births in Rumney Books F & G, 1902-1938,
FAMILY-ONLY ACCESS
NEM #3: Town Records of Book B & C for 1769-1863
NEM #4: Rumney Births & Marriages Books #1-7, 1938-1993,
FAMILY-ONLY ACCESS
NEM #5: Rumney Deaths in Books #1-7, 1938-1993
NEM #6: Town Records Book #3, 1841-1869 and #4, 1870-1875
NEM #7: Town Records Book #4. 1876-1892 and Book #5, 1893-1899
NEM #8: Town Records Book #5 1900-1916
NEM #9: Town Records Books #6 and 7, 1917-1957
NEM #10: Loose Leaf Town Meeting Records of 1958-1994
NEM #11: Town Records Books for 1824-1866
NEM #12: Trustee Record Books, March 25, 1896 through April 1,
1956 (35 MM)
NEM #13: Rumney Inventory Book, 1867 through 1879 (35 MM)
NEM #14: Rumney Inventory Book, 1880 through 1895 (35 MM)
NEM #15: Rumney Inventory Book, 1896 through 1907 (35 MM)
NEM #16: Rumney Inventory Book, 1828 through 1853 (35 MM)
NEM #17: Rumney Inventory Book, 1908 through 1919 (35 MM)
NEM #18: Rumney Inventory Book, 1920 through 1928 (35 MM)
NEM #19: Rumney Inventory Book, 1936 through 1945 (35 MM)
Copies of films produced in 1998 will be placed at the State Division of
Records and at Lamson Library of Plymouth State College in their "Special
Collections" (where they have 35 MM projection equipment) as has been
done in the past.
The town approved money for this work starting in 1994. $2,000 was
approved over five years. Results to date include microfilm records listed
above, vital statistics records books ofRumney births, marriages and deaths
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available at the Town Clerk, Rumney Historical Society or Rumneys'
Merrill Library, a 16mm microfilm reading machine also located in the
library (donated by the County), and re-opening to use of the walk-in Town
vault in the library basement.
Assuming approval of another $500 In 1999, remaining records recom-
mended by state rules for higher-priority preservation should be micro-
filmed including remaining trustee record books, selectmens' and planning
board minutes in years before computerization. Copies of 35mm films in
16mm should also be completed to facilitate reading on the Merrill library
reader.
In addition to preserving important Town records for legal reasons in
case of disaster, these organized records provide a real assist to research and
genealogical inquiries. During 1998 several inquiries for family genealogy
data were answered with help from these records.
John Alger,
Town Moderator
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF RUMNEY
WARRANT FOR 1998 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
**AS VOTED*
To the inhabitants oftheTown ofRumney in the County ofGrafton and State ofNew
Hampshire quahfied to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Russell Elementary School Gymnasium on
School Street in said Rumney on Tuesday, the 10th day of March, next, at 8:00
o'clock in the morning at which time the polls shall be opened for balloting on
Article 1&2 and shall close not earlier than 7:00 o'clock in the evening, and you are
hereby notified to meet at the Russell Elementary School Gymnasium in said
Rumney on Thursday, the 12th day of March, next, at 7:00 o'clock in the evening
for the second session of the Town Meeting at which time action will be taken upon
the remaining articles in this warrant.
The 1998 Town Meeting was opened with the Pledge of Allegiance and a brief
history of Town officers.
The attendance was about 100.
ARTICLE 1: The following town officers were chosen for the ensuing year:
(By official ballot on March 10th.)
Selectman for 3 years
Treasurer for 1 year
Cemetery Trustee for 3 years
2-Auditors for 1 year each
2-Planning Board 3 years each
Fire Commissioner for 3 years
Trustee of Trust Fund 3 years
Moderator for 2 year term
Library Trustee for 3 years
Town Clerk/Tax Collector
3 year term
Supervisor Check List 6 year
ARTICLE 2: To choose two members of the Advisory Board for the ensuing three
years, one to represent the Depot and Quincy areas of Rumney.
Members chosen were:
Jan Stevens for the Depot
John Alger for Quincy
ARTICLE 3: To see if the town will adopt a by-law pursuant to authority granted
in RSA 3 1 :39 1L that Public Officials are prohibited from making a contract with the
Municipality they serve, if the value of the contract is more than $300. (three
hundred dollars) in goods or services, unless the contract was subject to open
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Robert J. Berti
competitive bidding as required under RSA 95:1 (This Article was submitted by
petition.)
After the article was read, moved and seconded, a motion was made to amend the
dollar value to $200.00. The amendment was seconded and voted in the affirmative.
After 20 minutes of discussion the article as amended was passed by secret ballot
vote. Yes 43 No 23.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the town will adopt a by-law pursuant to authority granted
in RSA 3 1 :9 1 L that whenever two positions bear a special relationship to each other,
one being subordinate to and interfering with the other with inconsistent "Loyalties"
or responsibilities then one person cannot legally hold both positions.
(This Article was submitted by petition.)
Article was read, moved and seconded and after 30 minutes of discussion the article
was defeated.
ARTICLE 5. To see what sum ofmoney $ ^___ the town will vote to raise
and appropriate for the purpose of defraying the associated with the perambula-
tion of the Town ofRumney and the Town of Groton. (The Selectmen recommend
this Article.)
The sum of $1.00 was inserted in the article. Selectmen explained that Groton
defeated their article and made a motion to indefinitely postpone the article. It was
voted in the affirmative to indefinitely postpone the article.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$154,489.00 to defray General Government Expenses for the ensuing year. (The
selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
ExecuUve $24,503.00
Election, Registradon, & Vital Statistics 11,284.00
Financial Administration 28,797.00




General Government Buildings 11,775.00
Cemeteries 13,500.00
Insurance/Other 20,000.00
Regional Association Dues 900.00
TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENT $154,839.00
After the question was read, moved and seconded, it was noted that the total of
$ 154,839.00 was the correct figure. The article was passed without any discussion.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$22,266.00 to defray the cost of Ambulance and Fast Squad, and Emergency
services for the Town ofRumney for the ensuing year. (The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.)
Ambulance Service $17,121.00
FAST Squad (ins. not included-see INS/other) 3,045.00
Emergency Mgmt (includes Forest Fires) 2,100.00
Article was passed without any discussion.
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ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$68,624.00 to defray the cost ofrunning the Police Department for the ensuing year.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Article passed without any discussion.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$23,040.00 to defray the cost of running the Fire Department for the ensuing year.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Article passed without any discussion.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$94,396.00 for maintenance ofhighways and bridges during the ensuing year. (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Article was passed without any discussion.
ARTICLE 1 1 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,800.00 to defray the cost of street lights in the ensuing year. (The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.)
Article was passed. (There are 57 street lights.)
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$40,000.00 to shim and seal a portion of the Buffalo Road East of the Transfer
Station to Sand Hill Road and to shim and seal the remainder of School Street.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Article passed. Ten minutes of discussion about what kind of materials would be
used.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000.00 to improve and upgrade sections of East Rumney Road & Cross Road.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Article passed. $7500.00 to each road. East Rumney Road is because of a
commitment to the residents of the road because of the outcome of mud season
complaints. Drainage and tree removal are prime considerations. Cross Road would
get attention on the first few 100 feet of the steep section.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$54,326.00 to defray the cost of maintaining the Town Transfer Station. (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Article passed. Discussion on how many ton of waste.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,010.00 to defray the Town's share of the costs of the Pemi-Baker Solid Waste
District.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Article passed.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$6,000.00 to defray the costs of a "Waste Oil Burner" for the Town Transfer Station
and to authorize acceptance of (approximately) $3,000 from the Governor' s Energy
Council as a partial reimbursement and offset to said appropriation. (The Selectmen
recommend this article.)
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Article 16 was amended to insert "$3,000.00 of which to be withdrawn from the
Capital Reserve Town Facilities Fund" after the $6,000.00. Article was passed as
amended.
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of





Health Administration ,. $400.00




Plymouth Regional Clinic :(:-:: $600.00
Youth & Family Services ' $200.00




Direct Welfare Assistance ;. $8,500.00
Upper Valley Senior Citizens
"
$1,400.00
Community Action (CAP) $1,029.00
TOTAL HEALTH AND WELFARE . $23,130.00
Article passed without any discussion.
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$26,742.00 for the purposes of Culture, Recreation and Conservation. (The Select-
men recommend this appropriation.)
Parks and Recreation $2,100.00
Library $21,392.00
Baker River Audio Visual $600.00
Patriotic Purposes $350.00
Conservation Commission Administration $300.00
Conservation Trust Account $2,000.00
TOTAL CULTURE, RFC CONSERVATION $26,742.00
Article passed without any discussion.
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,000.00 to defray the cost of interest expenses on loans in anticipation oftaxes and
other temporary loans.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Article passed without any discussion.
ARTICLE 20: To see ifthe Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
RSA 35 : 1 for the purpose of capital improvements to the Byron Merrill Library and
to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 to be placed in this fund. (The Selectmen
are designate as agents to expend moneys from this fund pursuant to RSA 35: 15.)
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Article passed. The first item to address will be handicap accessibility.
ARTICLE 2 1 : To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate sums to be added
to previously established Capital Reserve Funds as follows: (The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.)
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$9,500.00 to the Highway Equipment Fund
$4,500.00 to the Police Cruiser Fund,
$5,000.00 to the Town Revaluation Fund,
$2,500.00 to the Town Facilities Fund.
$15,000.00 to the Town Fire Dept. Fund ^
$36,500.00 TOTAL
Article passed without discussion.
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,200.00
to perambulate the RumneyAVentworth Town Line. (The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.)
Article passed. Should be done every seven years. Was not done last year.
ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$700.00 to update E-91 1 records (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
Article passed without discussion.
ARTICLE 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $500.00 to
continue the process of preserving town records. (The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.)
Article passed without discussion.
ARTICLE 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,000.00 to defray the cost of "Old Home Day". (The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.)
Article passed.
ARTICLE 26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 to repair Eleven Granite Posts at the Town Common.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
Article passed without discussion.
ARTICLE 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,000.00 for an auditing service to perform an audit for the fiscal year ending
December 31.1997.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
.Article passed. Records already audited by Town auditors.
ARTICLE 28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,300.00 to repair and paint various rooms at the Byron Merrill Library.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Article passed. Ceiling not rooms will be painted.
ARTICLE 29: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,000.00 to paint the Depot Street Fire Station.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Article passed. Suggested that volunteer help be sought to help keep the cost down.
Figure was for the cost of paint and labor to paint the outside trim.
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ARTICLE 30: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000.00 to be added to the Fire Department budget to be used as compensation
to the Volunteer Fire Department, $5,000.00 of which to be paid to the Fire Chief
and $10,000.00 to the volunteers as a stipend pay. (The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation)
Article passed.
ARTICLE 3 1 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,100.00 for a Bronze Plaque to be added to the Memorial Stone on the Town
Common, with a list of Veterans who served during the Vietnam War ERA.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
Article passed. George Delaney gave a presentation of how and why this came
about. • : . ,
ARTICLE 32: To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to contract for
snow plowing (for road maintenance or ofTown property) on a multi-year basis on
such terms and conditions as they deem appropriate and subject to Town Meeting
appropriations.
(The Selectmen recommend this Article.)
Article passed.
ARTICLE 33: "Pursuant to RSA 147:1 the town of Rumney adopts the New
Hampshire Code of Administrative Rules, Chapter ENV-Ws 800 State of New
Hampshire Septage and Sludge Management Rules, by reference. Adoption of
these rules is as a health ordinance, and enforcement of the rules shall be in
conjunction with the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services."
(The Selectmen recommend this Article)
Article failed. Selectmen withdrew their support of this article because it would be
a duplication of Law which is already in place and enforceable by the State.
ARTICLE 34: To see if the town will vote to adopt the provisions ofRSA 202-A:4-
d authorizing the library trustees to accept gifts of personal property, other than
money, which may be offered to the library for any public purpose, provided,
however, that no acceptance of personal property by the library trustees shall be
deemed to bind the town or the library trustees to raise, appropriate or expend any
Public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair or replacement of such personal
property.
(The Selectmen recommend this Article.)
Article passed.
ARTICLE 35: To hear the reports of agents, auditors, and committees heretofore
chosen, to pass any vote relating thereto, and to transact any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
The meeting adjourned at 9:52 pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda Whitcomb, Town Clerk
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact
your local Warden orFire Department to find out ifapermit is required before doingANY
outside burning. Violations ofRSA 227-L: 17, the fire permit law and the other burning
laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to
$2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of
Forests and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to
assist communities with forest fire suppression, prevention and training programs as
well as the enforcement of forest fire and timber harvest laws. Ifyou have any questions
regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws, please call our office at 27 1-2217.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the
state. Each town has aForest FireWarden and several Deputy Wardenswho assist the Forest
Rangers with forest fire suppression, prevention, and law enforcement. Early in 1998 we
experienced an ice storm, which caused severe damage to forests ofNew Hampshire. This
damage created a greater potential fire hazard as well as safety hazards to many areas of the
state. Your local fire warden and ForestRangers need your assistance in preventing wildfires
in these hard hit areas and throughout the State. Ifyou need assistance orinformation dealing
with ice damaged woodlands, please call 1-800-444-8978.
The State ofNew Hampshire operates 1 5 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract
aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response
from local fire departments. This is a critical factor in controlling the size ofwildland fires
and keeping the loss of property and suppression costs as low as possible.
1998 FIRE STATISTICS (All Fires Reported thru December 23, 1998)
FIRES REPORTED BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
Belknap
MT. MOOSELAUKEE HEALTH CENTER
1998 REPORT
The Mount Mooselaukee Health Center's Staff Advisory Board, and
Volunteers have been continuing their on going efforts to provide quality
health care to the community, despite our patients' household income, or
insurance status. In 1998, the number of patient visits was 3,217. Twenty-
two percent of the patients seen did not have health insurance coverage.
Seventy-four percent of the patients seen at the Health Center were from
Warren(42%), Wentworth(17%), andRumney (15%). .
This past year, Jonathan Stewart, the Facility Administrator, accepted
a position as General Manager of the North Country Health Consortium at
our affiliated Ammonoosuc Community Health Services Littleton Office.
On behalf of the Center's Staff and Board Members, we would like to thank
Jonathan for his years of dedication and hard work at Mt. Mooselaukee. We
are fortunate that he is still part of our organization.
Dr. Richard Covington, a Family Practice Physician, is in his fourth year
at our facility. He is board certified through the American Academy of
Family Practice, and is also an Active Staff Member at Speare Memorial
Hospital, This past year, he has become a Clinical Instructor for a first year
Dartmouth Medical Student. We greatly appreciate his devotion and efforts.
Jessica Thibodeau, Adult Nurse Practitioner, is also an active associate of
our Medical Staff at Mt. Mooselaukee. We also regard her as a valuable
member ofour staff. She provides adult and adolescent health care including
prenatal and women's health services. The Health Center continues its
collaboration with the Nurse Midwifery Program at Dartmouth-Hitchcock
for deliveries and high risk referrals through our prenatal program.
The Center's patient hours are from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday, except Monday and Thursday, when the office is open until
6:00 p.m. Patients who experience an emergency after hours or on the
weekend can call our facility, and they will reach our Professional Answer-
ing Service. Our Answering Service will then notify the On-Call Physician.
Dr. Covington rotates call with Speare Hospital's Active Family Practice
Physicians.
Mt. Mooselaukee offers the following supplemental services free or for
minimal cost: blood pressure clinic, cancer screening program, car seat
program, diabetic support group, emergency food pantry, family support
services, foot care clinic, massage therapy, nutrition counseling, supple-
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mental food distribution, and WIC.
We continue our policy of offering discounted fees to uninsured
individuals and families with limited household income. Although we
receive grants that enable us to do this, it only accounts for 40% of our
revenue. The Center's annual operating expenses total is approximately
$260,000. The generous support we receive through Town and individual
contributions enables us to provide the services to the community. Thank
you to our Advisory Board Members and Volunteers for their countless
hours of dedication to the Center. We would like to give a special thank you
to all of you for your continued support, and we wish you a healthy 1999.
Sincerely,
Kelly A. Quinn, Site Manager
& Staff ofMt. Mooselaukee Health Center
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PEMI-BAKER HOME HEALTH AGENCY 1998
Home Care has been an American tradition for more than a century. Home care
improves our society's quality of Ufe by enabling individuals to stay in the comfort and
security oftheirown homes during times ofillness, disability, and recuperation. Home care
maintains the patient's dignity and independence.
Pemi-Baker Home Health, as your local not-for-profit home care agency, continues
to reach out to the public by informing and educating our communities through our agency
newsletter, local news articles, and fundraising efforts. Internally, agency employees stay
informed about the latest healthcare issues and clinical developments through staff
development and continuing education. By the end of this year, our Clinical Coordinator,
Elaine Vieira, will receive her Bachelors in Healthcare Administration and our Executive
Director, Margaret Terrasi, will receive her Masters in Management.
Pemi-BakerHome Health Agency has had a year of substantial changes in the arena
of healthcare in general. Perhaps the biggest change, and one that stands to jeopardize
many agencies and their ability to continue serving the nation's 37 million Medicare
beneficiaries, is the Interim Payment System. Under IPS, as it is called, per-beneficiary
cost limits are used (instead of the traditional per visit/fee for service reimbursement) - -
based on an agency's 1994 cost figures- - which are well below today's higher actual cost
of care. The effects of the new payment system have hit both home care providers and
patients alike. In a recent study it was revealed that 92% of agencies have cost well above
the cost limits and will have great difficulty in maintaining their agencies within the new
guidelines.
Indeed, it has been a challenging year. At a time when agencies are struggling to find
the perfect "fit" between the newly defined home care benefit, a new reimbursement
system and ongoing patient needs, agencies continue to be restricted by other mandates in
the form of additional paperwork requirements. In the name of quality of care, patient
satisfaction and outcome based results, agencies are trying very hard to balance what little
time is left for caring for the patient with bureaucratic requirements that force costs to
escalate. As reimbursement avenues are cut or restricted, agencies mustbecome even more
innovative with the services they offer to those in need.
This agency has been able to maintain its own against forces that seem to be closing
in on many in the healthcare field. With fortitude, insight, and a proactive approach to
continuing our home care business, Pemi-BakerHome Health expects to ride out the "ups
and downs" of the uncertain and unsettled health care environment. Our pledge is to take
care of our patients in the same community focused manner we have achieved for the past
thirty-two years. We thank our employees, our board and our towns for their support of
what we believe in and what we do.
Sandra Gardner,
Board ofDirectors/Rumney Representative
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GRAFTON COUNTY SENIOR CITIZENS COUNCIL, INC.
ANNUAL REPORT 1998
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc. provides programs and
services which support the health and well being of our older citizens and
assist them to remain independent in their own homes and communities for
as long as possible. Through eight locations throughout the County, includ-
ing Plymouth, Bristol, Canaan, Lebanon, Orford, Haverhill, Littleton and
Lincoln, older adults and their families are able to make use of community
based long term care services such as home delivered meals, senior dining
room programs, transportation, care management services, information and
referral, educational programs, adult day care, chore/home repair services,
recreation and opportunities to be of service to the community through
volunteering.
During 1998, 108 older residents of Rumney were able to make use of
one or more of GCSCC's services, offered through the Plymouth Regional
Senior Center. These individuals enjoyed 1,096 balanced meals in the
company of friends in a senior dining room, received 2,512 hot, nourishing
meals delivered to their homes by caring volunteers, were transported to
health care providers or other community resources on 334 occasions by our
lift-equipped buses, were assisted with problems, crises or issues of long
term care through 169 visits by a trained social worker and found opportu-
nities to put their talents and skills to work for a better community through
755 hours of volunteer service. The cost to provide these services for
Rumney residents in 1998 was $23,773.72.
Community based services provided by GCSCC and its many volun-
teers for older residents of Rumney were often important to their efforts to
remain in their own homes and out of institutional care despite chronic
health problems and increasing physical frailty, saving tax dollars and
contributing to the quality of life of our older friends and neighbors. As our
population grows older, such support becomes ever more critical.
GCSCC very much appreciates the support of the Rumney community
for services which enhance the independence and dignity of our older
citizens and assists them to meet the challenges of aging in place.
Carol W. Dustin
Executive Director
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GRAFTON COUNTY SENIOR CITIZENS COUNCIL, INC.
STATISTICS FOR THE TOWN OF RUMNEY
Services
PEMI-BAKER
YOUTH & FAMILY SERVICES COUNCIL, INC.
1998 ANNUAL REPORT
The Council is an organization dedicated to promoting community-
wide approaclies which support the development of healthy youths and their
families. The Council currently coordinates five programs which are avail-
able to people in Eastern Grafton County:
1
.
Juvenile Court Diversion - a voluntary program for first-time juvenile
offenders which holds them accountable for their actions. Volunteers
from the community develop a contract with each youth and family.
Contracts may include community service, referrals to other agencies
and programs, personal development tasks, etc. We have found that, of
the youths who graduated from Diversion in 1996 and 1997, 92% have
not committed a subsequent offense since, saving tens of thousands of
dollars in court-ordered services.
2. OSS (Opportunities for Suspended Students) - This program works with
students and families from Plymouth Regional High School who are at-
risk oflosing course credit due to repeated suspensions. This community-
based approach connects families to services in the region which help the
students and families develop their strengths.
3. The Challenge Course - a 15-hour early intervention program for teens
which focuses on alcohol, tobacco and other drugs. Courses are non-
judgmental and confidential. Teens in the small groups are asked to
assess their relationships with these substances and learn what they can
do to reduce their use or stop using entirely. Of all the youths who
successfully completed the program in 1996 and 1997, not one, 0%, has
re-offended.
4. OCTAA (On Campus Talking About Alcohol & Other Drugs) - offered
in cooperation with local police departments and Plymouth State Col-
lege, OCTAA provides an effective educational opportunity for anyone
between the ages of 18-21 . This is also a lifetime risk-reduction program
on the use and abuse of drugs.
5. Information and Referral - provides area residents with a clearinghouse
of information on regional human service agencies and programs. People
with a variety of needs can receive free and confidential assistance on
how to access these resources. Callers ask how to report child abuse, how
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to access public assistance or counseling services, where to find after-
school activities for children, etc. The Council distributed nearly 2000
comprehensive Grafton County Resource Guides in 1998 to help towns,
police, schools and other human service providers find services for the
people they work with.
Total service figures for the Council in calendar year 1998 are as
follows:
Juvenile Court Diversion 36
OSS Program (no summer referrals) 16
Challenge Course 42
Information and Referral calls and visits .... 208
Grafton County Resource Guides 2000
OCTAA (no summer course) 96
Respectfully submitted,
Steven R Bradley, Executive Director
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PEMI-BAKER SOLID WASTE DISTRICT
1998 ANNUAL REPORT
The Pemi-Baker Solid Waste District committee met six times during
the 1998 calendar year. The District continued its ongoing commitment to
the proper disposal of hazardous waste in 1998 with its annual universal
waste collection. Residents from each District town brought paint, batteries,
and fluorescent light tubes to their town's facility. This material was later
consolidated at four district facilities for pickup. This year's collection
resulted in the District properly disposing of nearly 6,300 feet of fluorescent
light tubes and other assorted fluorescent lamps and over 2,000 gallons of
paint. Batteries that were collected this year will be disposed of at the
District's 1999 Household Hazardous Waste Collection. The District re-
ceived a grant from the State of New Hampshire, Department of Environ-
mental Services (NHDES) to help cover the costs of disposal and the
coordination of the program.
As noted above, the District will once again organize a Household
Hazardous Waste Collection Day in 1999. The collection date has been set
for June 5th, with collection sites being held at the Campton/Thomton,
Plymouth, and Rumney transfer stations. The District will also organize the
paint, battery, and fluorescent light tube collection from April through
October.
In 1999, the District will purchase a Freon recovery unit which will be
rotated between District towns on an as-needed basis, thereby eliminating
the, need for each town to arrange for Freon removal and pay the associated
costs. This is just one of many possible cooperative ventures as the District
continues with its goal of helping members minimize the increasing costs of
solid waste management.
Citizens interested in participating in the process are welcome to attend
the District meetings. Each town receives notices ofupcoming meetings and
information regarding the place and time of meetings is available at your
town office.
Respectfully submitted,
R. Marsh Morgan, Jr.
PBSWD Chairman
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GRAFTON COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' REPORT
1998 ANNUAL REPORT . -^
The Grafton County Board of Commissioners is pleased to present the
following reports and financial statements. We hope they will increase your
understanding of Grafton County's finances and operations and assure
citizens that their County tax dollars have been expended wisely.
During Fiscal Year 1 998, funds received exceeded budget by $870,963 . 1
3
for a total of $ 1 7,220,304. 1 3 in actual County Revenues. This was primarily
due to receipt of a Medicaid Proportionate Share Payment given by the
federal government to partially offset the cost of serving a disproportionate
share of Medicaid recipients at the Grafton County Nursing Home. The
actual Proportionate Share Payment was $383,437.00. Actual Expenditures
totaled $17,068,886.02, which was $719,545.02 more than had been bud-
geted. The bottom line shows Revenues exceeding Expenditures by
$151,4 18. 11, leaving the County in a sound financial position at the end of
the Fiscal Year. The Commissioners feel extremely proud of this financial
picture which exemplifies good County management by all department
heads, both elected and appointed.
Grafton County experienced major occurrences during Fiscal Year
1998. One of which was that Grafton County is allowing the Town of
Haverhill to hook into the existing sewerline at the County Complex with the
understanding that the Town of Haverhill will take over ownership of the
existing line and also all maintenance costs.
The Sheriffs Department was successful in obtaining the return of fine
monies with reference to juveniles in the possession of alcohol and/or drugs
being returned to the County from the District Courts.
All County-owned buildings became smoke free effective March 31,
1998.
The Grafton County Regional Economic Development Council is in its
second year of a Community Development Block Grant and thus far has
made five loans.
The National Institute of Corrections did a technical grant on staffing
analysis at the Grafton County Department of Corrections and the Sheriffs
Department as no cost to the County taxpayers.
The Commissioners went on record, and the Chair officially testified
before Congress in Washington, as being opposed to the permit fee being
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charged for federal forest lands.
The Family Court project in Grafton County showed 2,056 cases from
July 1, 1997 through June 30, 1998 which exceeded the projected number
of 1,890.
A Nursing Home feasibility study was completed on the 1930 Nursing
Home Building, which indicates some major renovations and/or new
construction will have to take place in the near future.
The County Farm increased its Revenue considerably due to the fact that
it has now gone to milking three times a day.
The Jail population has maintained an extremely high census for the
entire fiscal year.
The County Commissioners have instituted direct deposit electronically
for payroll checks as of September of 1997.
A camp site was established on County-owned Howard Island for the
public, in coordination with the Upper Valley Land Trust.
House Bill 204 passed, which indicates the Sheriff s Department will be
taking over the security for our District Courts.
American Legion Post #20 donated an American flag and flagpole for
the County Cemetery.
The Barbara B. Hill Memorial Children's Fun(d) was established in
memory of the late Grafton County Commissioner Barbara B. Hill to assist
children with fan activities. Forty-seven children throughout Grafton County
received scholarships to assist them in attending Summer camps.
A Community Youth Profile Conference was held in each county to
discuss common issues. Meetings continued to implement some ofthe ideas
that came out of the Conferences.
The County is leasing office space to the Department of Safety in the
Superior Courthouse in North Haverhill so that the citizens in this geo-
graphic area of Grafton County can continue to take driver's license exams
and do renewals, effective April 15, 1998.
Grafton County took the lead for the other nine counties in the State and
applied for a Community Development Block Grant in the amount of
$500,000 per year for two years in conjunction with the New Hampshire
Community Loan Fund, to assist small businesses in borrowing amounts
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from $500 to $5,000 and to assist them with training cind writing business
plans. Grafton County is acting as the fiscal agent for all ten counties in the
State of New Hampshire for this. The Loan Fund can be reached at (603)
224-6669.
A donation was made anonymously for a gazebo for the Grafton County
Nursing Home residents.
The Grafton County Department of Corrections continues to apply for
and be successful in obtaining grants from the State of New Hampshire's
Attorney General's Office. Currently the DOC has a grant for the Drug
Freedom/Electronic Monitoring Program, and another grant for Operation
Impact which allows middle and high school students to tour the facility and
be given a presentation by both a Corrections Officer and appropriate
inmates.
The Commissioners endorsed and were pleased to hear that the federal
government has announced the Connecticut River has been approved as one
of the American Heritage Rivers. The Commissioners are continuing to
monitor the Advisory Board to make sure there is local representation on that
Board.
The Grafton County Board of Commissioners holds regular weekly
meetings at the County Administration Building on Route 10 just north of
the County Courthouse in North Haverhill with periodic tours ofthe Nursing
Home, Department of Corrections, County Farm and Courthouse. The
Commissioners also attend monthly meetings ofthe Grafton County Execu-
tive Committee. All meetings are public, with interested citizens and
members of the press encouraged to attend. Call the Commissioners' Office
at 787-6941 to confirm date, time and schedule.
In closing, we wish to express our appreciation to staffmembers, elected
officials, other agency personnel and the public for their efforts in serving
the citizens of Grafton County.
Respectfully submitted,
Steve Panagoulis, Chair (District 3)
Michael J. Cryans, Vice-Chair (District 1)
Raymond S. Burton, Clerk (District 2)
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REPORT TO THE TOWNS AND CITIES IN
DISTRICT ONE
By Councilor Ray Burton
As one of your elected officials, I am honored to report to you as a
member of the New Hampshire Executive Council. This five member
elected body acts much like a board of directors of your New Hampshire
State Government in the Executive Branch.
In my twentieth year representing this District with 98 towns and four
cities, there are many changes I've seen and been a part of in the past. My
focus in this report to you is toward the future and some suggestions on how
you as citizens might be encouraged to participate in the future.
The following are some ideas and suggestions. The Governor and
Council have a constitutional and lawful duty to fill dozens of boards and
commissions with volunteer citizens. If you are interested in serving on one
or more of these volunteer posts, please send me your resume at the State
House and I'll see that it is passed on to Kathy Goode, Governor Shaheen's
liaison to the Executive Council, or you may wish to send them directly to
the Governor's Office, State House, 107 North Main Street, Concord, NH
03301.
Other resources available to your town/city/county include 10 million
dollars ($10,000,000) through the Community Development Block Grant
program at the Office of State Planning. Call Jeff Taylor at 271-2155 to see
if your town or area qualifies.
Annually there is available some 10 million dollars ($10,000,000)
available through the New Hampshire Attorney General's Office for inno-
vative programs for drug and law enforcement, stress programs dealing with
youth at risk, assistance to victims, and special programs for victims of
domestic violence. For information call Mark Thompson at 271-3658.
Communities may request assistance through the NH National Guard
Army, General John Blair's Office, for services such as a Drug Detection
Dog, Community Presentations on Drug Demand Education and Career
Direction Workshops. Telephone number is 225-1200.
The Office of Emergency Management at telephone number 1 -800-
852-3792 is the proper call when an emergency develops in your area such
as floods, high winds, oil spills and ice jams.
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State and Federal Surplus items may be purchased at minimum cost.
Call Art Haeussler at 271-2602 for a list and newsletter.
InNew Hampshire Correctional Industries, there are many products and
services of use to towns, cities and counties such as street signs, vehicle
decals, printing, car repair, furniture and data entry services, including webb
page development, call Peter McDonald at 27 1 - 1 875
.
People and businesses looking for work , vocational rehabilitation, job
training programs should callNH Employment Security at 1-800-852-3400.
NH Department of Environmental Services has available 20% grants
for water/waste water projects and landfill closure projects, revolving loans
for water/waste water and landfill closure, and also money for Household
Waste Collection days call 271-2905. State Revolving Loans has available
around 35 to 50 million dollars ($35,000,000 to $50,000,000) per year. For
information call 2713505.
Oil Funds - There are five petroleum funds which cover: oil spill cleanup
and emergency response; reimbursement for cleanup by owners of: motor
fuel underground and above ground tanks; heating oil facilities (primary
home owners); and, motor oil storage facilities (service stations and automo-
bile dealers). For information call 271-3644. Further, there is a municipal
grant fund for construction of used oil collection facilities and operator
training. For information call 271-2942.
Household Hazardous Waste Collection Days - Annual grants to cities
and towns for collection of household hazardous waste provide dollar for
dollar matching funds up to a total of 50% of the costs incurred. For further
information call 271-2047.
NH Health & Human Services Department has numerous divisions,
providing a variety of services and assistance ... mental health, public health,
children and youth, etc. All of these may be obtained by calling 1-800-852-
3345.
All of your New Hampshire State Government can be accessed by the
general phone number at 271-1 1 10 and through the State Webster Internet
http://www.state.nh.us. Your New Hampshire Government is at your ser-
vice, please call my office anytime I can be of help. (271-3632 and e-mail:
rburton@gov. state.nh.us ).
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WHOLE VILLAGE PARENT-CHILD PROGRAM
1998 - REPORT
Rumney Families and Children Served by Whole Village Parent-Child
Program October 1, 1996 - November 1, 1998
On October 1, 1996 Whole Village Parent-Child Program opened its
doors to provide programs to families with young children in the 17 towns
of the Plymouth District Court Area, New Hampton, and Sandwich. The
program was established in response to needs identified by the Plymouth Ad
Hoc Committee on Youth At-Risk to support families with young children.
The Whole Village Parent-Child Program works in partnership with
families to provide support to parents so that they can meet the challenges
of raising safe, healthy children who will thrive. We are a program ofWhole
Village Family Resource Center, a nonprofit collaborative of 13 health,
education, and social service agencies. Whole Village is located at 258
Highland Street, Plymouth, NH.
Of the 275 families served by Whole Village Parent-Child Program
between October 1996 and November 1998, 21 of the families reside in
Rumney.
Total # of Campton Families # Children 5 years old Children over 5 years old
Served (# of parents under and under
21 years old)
21 (3) 21 13
Parent-Child Program activities include:
* Weekly Play & Learn Group
* On-site respite child care for children while their parents visit Whole Village
* Welcome Baby ! newborn home visits
* Monthly Family Fun Events
* Parent Support Groups
* Special topic parenting series
* Information & Referral
* Intensive Support Program for Teen Parents:
• GED preparation course for parents
(child care and transportation provided)
• Family support visits for young parents
• Transportation to medical appointments
• Great Beginnings (nutrition program) through UNH Cooperative
Extension Expanded Food and Nutrition Education (EFNEP) Program
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UNH COOPERATIVE EXTENSION-GRAFTON COUNTY
1998 ANNUAL REPORT
UNH Cooperative Extension is a unique partnership among the Federal,
State and County Governments. They provide the funding and support for
this major educational outreach component of the University of New
Hampshire with an Extension Office in each New Hampshire county and
campus-based subject matter specialists who serve the whole state.
Here in Grafton County the office is located on Route 10 in North
Haverhill in the Grafton County Courthouse. We are open from 8 AM until
4 PM Monday through Friday.
Our education programs are designed to respond to the local needs of
county residents through the direction and support of an advisory council
from throughout the county. We are currently focusing our efforts on:
• Dairy and Pasture Management
• Agriculture Profitability and Nutrient Management
• Forest & Wildlife Habitat Management and Stewardship
• Nutrition, Food Safety, Parenting and Family Financial Management
• Positive Youth Development
• Water Quality Education
• Improving Community Decision Making After-School Programs
The Extension Staff works out of the North Haverhill office but we
travel to all areas of the county. Information and education are presented
through phone calls, farm/office/home/agency visits, the media, workshops
and educational series. In addition, volunteers expand our efforts through
the Master Gardeners Program, 4H Club/Project/Organizational leaders.
Stewardship Coverts and Family Focus Volunteers that teach parenting
education. Our work is supported by an office staff of three that provide
expertise and the front line communication with residents.
Here are ways that residents in the town of Campton benefited from
UNH Cooperative Extension during the past year ... consumer lawn and
garden calls; forestry management information on private woodland own-
ership; nutrition education in the classroom; home based nutrition and
financial education; 4-H club members, residents received the bi-monthly
newsletter Extension Connection; parents received child development in-
formation about their children through the Cradle Crier& Toddler Tales fact
sheets; a resident completed the Master Gardener program.
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You can reach us: by phone - 787-6944; fax - 787-2009; email:
cegrafton@unhce.unh.edu; at our office in North Haverhill; or through our
UNHCE Website http://ceinfo.unh.edu.
We see our job to provide residents of Grafton County with the
education and information they need to make informed decisions that
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PLANNING BOARD
Planning Meeting - 2nd Tuesday of each month at 7:30 p.m.
Business Meeting - last Tuesday of each month at 7:30 p.m.(except Dec.)
Office Hours: (Town Office Building)
Wednesday 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
call to get on the agenda
John Sobetzer, Clerk
786-9511
Subdivisions, driveway installations, and excavations require prior
approval by the Planning Board. Applications are available at the Town
Office Building.
Plats and other materials relative to applications must be submitted to
the Planning Board Clerk at the Town Office at least 15 days before the
business meeting.
DOG OWNERS shall register all dogs over three months of age by April 30.
• Rabies certificates required for registration.
• Penalty fornot obtaining a dog license is afine of$15.00 (RSA466: 13).
• Owners are liable for dogs running at large.
• Fees: $6.50 if altered - $9.00 not altered.
VEHICLE OWNERS must register their vehicles with Town Clerk.
• To re-register, owners should bring in their old registrations.
• Proof of residency is required for new registrations.
• Renewals, stickers, transfers and plates now available.
THOSEOPERATING INORNEARWETLANDORWATERWAYS,
shall file a Dredge and Fill Application with the Town Clerk before
beginning work. Under RSA 483-A fines can be assessed for non-
compliance.
PROPERTY OWNERS seeking tax abatement shall apply to the
Selectmen's Office in writing by March 1, following the final tax bill in
the fall. Abatement forms are available at the Selectmen's Office.
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